Facebook Ads Training
September 19, 2015
This training is aimed at people selling t-shirts. There are definitely
some things that are very useful to those of us NOT selling T-Shirts.
This document covers the main things being said with screen shots. It
also includes links to the YouTube videos that contained this
information if you want more detail.

Key Areas
1.1 – Ideas - Some VERY good ideas here for finding keywords or
researching niches or finding a new niche.
1.2 – Check Niche Size – this is worthwhile. Checking Interests in
Facebook’s Audience Insights might keep you from selected a
niche that is just too small. Look at the sayings on t-shirts that are
selling well in your niche. It may give you ideas for ad campaigns
or titles that will attract attention.
1.3 & 1.4 – not much
1.5 The AdFactory Software might work for some people for ads
other than t-shirts. It lets you move images arounce, Call to
Actions, change the background color or image. I’d rather
outsource.
1.6 Quick and dirty about setting up a new Facebook Page.
2.1

Here is the Meat and Potatoes of this training. How to find
Interests to enter into the Facebook Ad Creater.

2.2

This covers his system for targeting ads for just one interest
instead of adding a bunch of interests into one AdSet.

2.3

Testing Ads - Here is where he shows you step by step how he
decides when you scale the budget for an AdSet up or down. He
likes to start with 4 AdSets and $5/day for each.

2.4

Report Management – this is another key area. He goes over
how to read the Facebook Ad Reports.

2.5

Retargeting – a good, but short, section

3.1

Scaling 1.0 – Good Section: Here he goes into two kinds of
Scaling:
 Scaling up – Good Section: Increasing the budgets for the existing
single interest AdSets.
 Scaling out – adding more of the interests that you found during
the initial research and did not include in your initial set of four
AdSets.

3.2

Scaling 2.0 – Good Section: LookaLike Audiences. LookaLike
Audiences are 2.4 million in the U.S. He decreases that by
adding a broad interest. Then he breaks the AdSets into Female
age group1, Female age group2…. Male Age group1, Male Age
group2, etc.

3.3

Funding – his main idea is to use a Credit Card and pay for the
ads with that. You turn over enough product to pay off the card
in the middle of the month and use it again.

3.4

Messaging your customers – One third of Teespring sales come
from repeat buyers. Creating and using your mailing list is
critical.

4..0

Case Study – I didn’t review that.

5.0

Growing Your business – outsource in pieces

1.1 Finding Ideas (Products, Keywords,
T-Shirt designs)
Ideas for Keywords Selection.
1. Open Facebook and put the word Interests in the search bar.
Click on See More. Look at the categories and the number of
Likes. You will get ideas. For example I saw “Sleeping” as a
category and that brought up ideas for keywords related to
slieeping (i.e. White Noise, Pillow, Snore, Sleep Mask)
2. http://Cafepress.com Look at trending on the right sidebar. For
example I see Funny Shower Curtains as trending. That might
work.
3. http://Zazzle.com – Under the Shop Menu they have a list of
Hottest Products. Another list is Top Searches – use for ideas
4. https://www.pinterest.com/source/ebay.com/ - look for lots of
re-pins
5. https://www.pinterest.com/source/amazon.com/ - look for lots of
re-pints
6. https://www.pinterest.com/source/walmart.com/ - look for lots
of re-pins
7. https://www.pinterest.com/source/costco.com/ - look for lots of
re-pins

8. Google trends - https://www.google.com/trends/home/all/US look for ideas
9. Riding the trend
http://holidayinsights.com/moreholidays
This will give you "October, 2015 Bizarre and Unique
Holidays" which might give you some ideas

10. List of Hobbies
http://notsoboringlife.com/ All of the
hobbies listed will have things their
enthusiasts need to buy.
11. https://www.facebook.com/search/str/e
bay.com+NICHE/storieskeyword/intersect - Search Facebook
for posts about eBay.com AND your
niche. I did ebay.com + dog and got a
listing about a dog umbrella leash. The
umbrella is on the leash above the dog
and the owner holds it up. Can I find it?
Dunno haven’t tried yet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65neuNIhl_Y

1.2- Market and Competition Analysis

1. Is there enough Audience to target with our product.
In his example he used “paraprofessionals” as a target and went
to Audience Insights There were several interests available and
he ended up with 60 to 70K people interested in at least one of
these interests.
You can sell thousands to this niche, but maybe a few hundred.
100,000 members - hundreds for sales
1,000,000 members – thousands of sales
2. For t-shirts he went to teecover.com and typed in his keyword.
He wants to see at least one shirt that sold 50. It is possible that

we can use the sayings on the top selling shirts to find keywords
or titles that would attract our audience.
3. While there he notes what they are charging.
4. To spy on a campaign – he found something he liked and wrote
down the URL He went to Teecover and wrote down how many
sold. The next day he did it again. That way he can tell how fast
they are selling
5. Google trends google.com/trends Enter keyword

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNEQGlay8BM

1.3 Design and Launch Campaign

If you have any money – outsource!

If you have to do it yourself – here is a good tool

You can partner with a designer.

Here is his text for the ad. He changes “Reserve it now” to “Buy it
now” when he has more than 3 sales (on TeeSprings that means they
WILL make the shirt).

Another example text

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=Va2K0plhgpM

1.4 Setting up Pixels

Conversion Pixel identifies people who purchased. Facebook will track
them back to which AdSet they responded to. This is critical for
understanding which AdSeta are working and which ones are not.
Killing the ones that are ot working saves you money!

In his video he just pulls the Facebook ID number out of the Javascript
and inserts it into TeeSpring in the appropriate text boxes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw8gT1lUJiM

1.5 Creating Ads Image

This whole video teaches you how to use Adfactory software. It is
specific to T-Shirts but could be used for other kinds of ads.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=ItxGYcyWt54

1.6 – Setting Up Your Page and Page Post
You must have a Facebook Page to create a post. The post will be your
ad.

There are two ways to do it. Have one generic page (like Cool T-shirts)
or have one page for each niche. He prefers one page per niche. It
takes more time to set up, but you are building a long term asset.
When he creates a page, he clicks “Create Page” in Facebook and then
choses Community. He enters a name for the page.
In the description he says “Like this page if you are a teacher” (for a
page specific to teachers.
He skipped the next three questions and got to the main page (close
several tutorial boxes that show up.)
Create a Cover Image and Upload it.

Create/upload a profile picture.
Sizes for the two images

EXAMPLE

Created a post to run an ad campaign to.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P57MRlpO-VA

2.1 TARGETING - Four Ways to Find
Interests to Target for Your Facebook Ads
This is in-depth targeting for a niche that you plan to do a lot of
marketing to!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Audience Insights
Create Ad Page
Facebook Page Likes for Passionate People
Google and Wikipedia

I.

Audience Insights

Open Facebook Ad Manager and click on Tools  Audience Insights
Choose All Facebook
Do remember that Interests that start with a Capital letter and are in
bold font represent groups with a VERY loose association to your main

interest. Use them to get started and TAKE THEM OUT. You will waste
your money if you target that group. (You will get a teacher’s sister, a
person with a friend who is a teacher and even more people with
minimal assoication.)
Here are some suggested steps
1. Type your Main Interest into the Interest Box- go ahead and use
the very broad interest. Use that to find a more targeted interest
that is not Broad (not bold faced)
Getting Started

#1 – Entered “Teacher” and used the Broad Category version
#2 – That gives us 20 to 25 million hits – way too big

#3 – Found a more targeted group

Put into a Notepad or Evernote ALL Related Pages that show as
Interests when you enter them in the Interest box. (Looking for Affinity
> 10 and available as an “Interest” – does it show when you type it into
the interest box) You try entering them and some will go (try with
spaces and without). You can copy and paste those that are found into
your text file.
Note that one column is an “Affinity Score.” This score compares the
current group with the generat Facebook population and tells you how
much more likely these people are to like the page. You want 10 times
more likely or more.

#1 - #4 - Note we have highlighted these for copy/paste into text
file
#1-#1 - Edutopia was found in the Pages section and typed into the
Interest box. It was found.
#2 - #2 – School Outfitters was also found
#3 - #3 – Teacher Pay Teacher was found
#4 - #4 – WeAreTeachers was found (We actually used this as our
second item and then we removed the “Teacher” Category level
interest)
#5, #6 & #7 were not 10x relevance
#??? Some of the pages will not be found when you type them in
the interest box.
Go down until you stop finding pages that are 10x more relevant.

You can type all of these into a NotePad, one interest per line.
Place a comma after each one. Copy/paste them into the interest
box.

2. Put into your Notes ALL RELATED Pages in Top Categories (you
want to make sure the Pages are Relevant and Active – recent
posts. There is no affinity score so Activity and your judgement
on relevancy are all you have.) Putting the ones you want to
keep is exactly the same as the screen shot above, you are just
putting in the Top Categories instead of pages.
3. Input all these Interests and tune up the demographics (perhaps
remove one of the genders and some of the age groups One rule
of thumb is to remove any group that is less than 10%)

4. Remove all of the interests and then enter the interests again one
by one and check the pages and Top Categories and see if
anything new shows up. Put those new ones into your Notepad.
You will usually find a few new ones show up.
This is labor intensive, but you can use this list over and over as
you target the same niche.

2. Using the Facebook “Create Ad” Page

Start creating an ad on the Ad Create Page
Enter each of the interest in you list, one at a time and see if anything
new shows up. As an example you might find Classroom Management.
Go back to Audience Insights and enter it. Look at the pages that are
liked and the top categories. If they are mostly the same, add it too
your list.

3. Google and Wikipedia
You search using Google for <Niche> Association
The full list
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Association
Magazine
Website
Products
Tools
Books
Movies

8. Brands
9. Publc Figures
10.
Charities.
Anything you find, go to Audience Insights and see if it is there and if it
is relevant to your niche search

Start over except this time you search using Google for Wikipedia
Category <Niche> Association

4 Passionate People Facebook Page Likes
1. You search for https://facebook.com/search/str/<your
niche>/stories=keyword/intersect

You could also add a website “/website+<your niche>/” where the
<your niche> is in the original string.
2. Look for posts with LOTS of comments
3. Look for passionate comments (I love it, I Gotta Have It, Sign me
up, etc.)
4. Follow the person and see what pages they Like. (Some people set
their accounts so you can’t see their Likes)
5. If you find something, check it in Audience Insights and if it is right
add it to the list.

Facebook Graph Search There are some things you can do with the
regular Facebook Seach bar.

Other Methods
1. Searching Facebook using the Search Bar at the top of the page
(Called Graph Search) It sometimes comes up with different
results.

2. Using the Ad Creation Interest Boxer, the Amazon Search or the
Google search bar and entering your primary word and then
adding an A – see what appears. Replace the A with a B and see
what appears, And so on through the alphabet. (e.g. Boxer a –
look, replace with boxer b and look, replace with boxer c etc.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GAk4_iYwt8

2.2 Setting Up Facebook Ads
He set the ad up just like normal.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Boost Post
Pick a Facebook Page
Pick a Post to promote
Name the Campaign
He removed a gender
He narrowed the age range
He entered ONE Interest from the list in to the Interest box
Set the budget at $5 a day
He Named the Ad the same as the interest (and added FB for
facebook)
10.
He added a Tag fb=<the interest> - This was for TeeSpring.
Not relevatnt in other areas
11.
He picked a previously created conversion pixel. For
Amazon and One Hour Launch this won’t be possible

12.
He removed the Right Column ad leaving the Desktop
Newsfeed and the Mobile Newsfeed.
13.
Submit the Ad
14.
Duplicate the Ad

15.

Click on Change Adset

16.
Choose the Create A New Adset option
17.
Change the Interest to the Second interest from our
Notepad list
18.
Change the Adset name to the <interest you entered>
19.
Change the tag URL to fb=<interest you intered>
20.
Duplicate several times - He mentions in the TEST Section
that he usually starts with FOUR ads.

Start the Campaign running at 8 to 10 AM PST. Pause it and reactivate
at that time if you didn’t create it at that time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU436RKDQvw

2.3 TESTING ADS
Interested in two main numbers (Other
than Sales)

CPE – Cost per Engagement – less than a dime
CTR – Click Through Rate – over 8%

Most people do a Bulk-Interest Adset – Lots of interests in one bucket.
The problem is that you can ‘t tell which interest group is great and
which are terrible. It takes longer to set these up.
He likes to create Single Interest Group Adsets – now he can rate the
Interest group and scale or ditch.

His Goal is to get Maximum Engagement – if some of the Adsets are
NOT getting good Cost Per Engagement (CPE) – pause them and
continue on with the others.
Pausing some of the Adsets gives more room for the others to reach
more people with your budget.

1. He starts with the four “best” interests (more relevant, most
active pages, very precise targets)
2. Launches the 4 advertising Adsets in a one campaign with a daily
budget of $5 each (Launch at 8 to 10 AM PST)
3. Lets these run for a day.
4. Checks the sales after $20 spent.

a. If there are more than two sales, optimize and scale up the
budget
b. Less than 2 sales – consider more carefully

5. Check the Cost Per Engagement (CPE) for each of the 4 Interest
Ads that are running.
a. CPE is less that $.10 -- let the ad continue to run
b. CPE is greater than $.10 – Don’t pause – set the budget to $1
per day
c. Watch over the next couple of days
i. If there are sales – continue
ii. If the Cost Per Engagement goes down then increate
the budget back to $5 per day
iii. If the Cost Per Engagement goes up and there are no
sales – kill the adset.
6. Check the Comments on your Post/Ad (Good Comments are
things like “I love it”, “Take My Money”, “I want one!”)
a. Over 40% positive comments – run the ad with confidence.
You may want to increase the budget
b. Fewer than 40% positive comments – watch carefully and be
ready to kill the ad.

To view Dark Posts – Chrome Browser only - open your Ads
Manager. The Power Editor link is in the top menu next to Tools.
You can scroll down to the campaign you want and see recent
posts – including Dark Posts. If you EDIT the Ad (Click on check
box and then the EDIT button) you will see the ad. Below it is a
list of options. One of them is “View the Permalink and
Comments”
7. After a couple of days review the ads. If there is a positive Return
on Investment (ROI) – scale and continue. If there is a negative
ROI, look a little further.

8. Evaluate the ad results to see if there is a problem
a. Design of Ad May Be the Problem - If there are a lot of
positive comments, and a low Cost Per Engagement (CPE)
and no sales
b. Targeting May Be The Problem – High Cost Per Engagement
(CPE) and engagement is only likes with very few comments
and shares.

9. If design is the problem – redesign and continue. If targeting is
the problem – kill the ad and try again. He says let the T-Shirt (TS)
campaign run for a couple of days to see if sales come in late

EXAMPLE CAMPAIGN
Chose a campaign

Changed the date range to show just the First Day of the Campaing.
He has two AdSets that didn’t run. He doesn’t know why.

Under the COST column, the Cost Per Engagement is 4 cents and 5
cents which is Very Good.

Customize Columns for the Screen

#1 – Click on Performance
#2 – Customize Columns
The columns he wants (By Section as your scroll down the screen)
PERFORMANCE:
1. Reach

2. Frequency
COSTS
3. Amount Spent
COSTS PER ENGAGEMENT
4. Cost Per Post Engagement
ENGAGEMENT CLICK THROUGH RATE
5. Click Through Rate (Things have changed – I link he want CTR
Link)
SETTINGS
6. Ad Set Name
Website Actions
7. Checkout (Custom Audience Pixel)
COULD NOT FIND
8. Placement
He usually drags the columns so that last few are
1.
2.
3.
4.

CTR (Link)
Cost Per Post Engagement
Checkout
Amount spent

NOTE: For Amazon Sales and ProductPages Sales the Checkouts
will be empty since we can’t set a Conversion Pixel for those
programs.

You can Save this Custom Set

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDn_MMk6Yv4

2.4 Facebook Reports Management (and
TeeSpring)
Here are the fields he is interested in
1. Reach – How many people saw your ad
2. Frequency – The average number of times the people saw the ad.
A 2 would mean that people saw your ad an average of 2 times.
(Too much leads to Ad Fatigue early)
3. CTR – Click Through Rate – what percentage of those who saw it
clicked on it (Facebook does NOT count clicks by people who
viewed a Shared copy of the ad.)
4. CPE – Cost Per Engagement – What did the clicks cost you. This
counts likes, shares, comments and click through to the Sales
Page.
5. Checkouts – how many sales (only reports about 60% - 80% to
Tee-Spring)
6. Amount Spent – what you paid.
The more Reach we have, the more the Frequency will go up. The
higher these two are, the lower CTR AND CPE will be.
The Sweet Spot for Frequency is 1.6

Now look at the Report. We only want those columns and we want
them sorted so that they make sense left to right.

This is like the previous section. Note that you can drag the items up
and down in the list to get them in the order that you want.

IMPORTANT – You can break the report down in Gender, Age Ranges,
where the Ad was displays (mobile or desktop) Use this to see if one
area is performing poorly. You can then remove that gender or age
range or when the ad was displayed from your campaign.

NOTE: This requires that you have a Conversion Pixel and that requires
that you have a Thank You Page that can only be accessed by those
who purchased. You can’t do that with Amazon or ProductPages.
This is important to know when you SCALE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MlIEmxRh_7s

2.5 RETARGETING

Need to have the Facebook Javascript code on the website so that you
can create a Custom Audience of the people who landed on the sales
page for our product.
When he creates the sample Ad he does identify a conversion Pixel.
That only happens at the Thank You Page (or OTO page) After a Sales
has been completed.

NOTE: He is using TeeSpring to handle the pixels. For other platforms
you need to retarget people who belong to the Custom Audience that
landed on your Sales page and subtract those who landed on your
Thank You Page. The difference is people who DID NOT buy.
You don’t need to change Gender or Age. You are already looking
specifically at people who reached your Sales Page. They are not
similar to people who reached the page – they ARE the people who
reached your page.
He names the Ad Set the same as he named the campaign (in this case)
Start with $5/day. Bump it if things convert well
He has been using single image ads
He is in the Power Editor. You pick a Facebook Page, upload an image,
set a headline and secondary line, pick a button and remove right side
ads.
He put a Call to Action (Click now to get your T-Shirt) in the Advanced
Options.
Multiple images will be split among the images. Your $5 will be split
among them. Kill the ones that don’t convert.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J355V0W8kb0

3.1 SCALING 1.0
SCALE UP – This is add more money into the ad that are working. He
talks at length about adding $10 at a time – not throwing a huge budget
at an ad all at once. Be sure to look at the size of the audience. You are
targeting single interests here. Some may be small enough that you
want to go with too high ad budget. There are times when you back

off, maybe even down to the $1/day. Eventually sales may taper off
and it will be time to pull the plug on the whole campaign.
SCALE OUT - You collected more than four Interests when you were
researching the niche. Start adding them just like you did the original
four at $5 / day. Scaling up those that work and scaling back and then
killing those that don’t work (Keep a record for next time)
He has a spreadsheet he uses to track daily numbers to make these
decisions and to record why he made certain decidisions. Learn from
your mistakes.

SCALING UP - Here is his rules of thumb
1. Scale Up or Down according to the number of sales for that day.
a. Add $10 to the budget for every sale ($10 for one sale, $20
for two sales, etc.)
b. If the number of sales is 0 – drop to the $5/day budget
c. Zero sales for three consecutive days – kill the AdSet
2. He assumes $10 profit on every shirt. This makes calculations
easy and he puts the whole profit into the next days budget. The
actual profit is $13 so $3 per sale is going into PROFIT.
3. Set the Maximum budget for an Interest group based on its size.
For 10,000 in the audience, the max is $10. For 20,000 the maxi is
$20, 30,000 = $30 etc.

4. Check your sales on Desktop vs Mobile and kill one if the costs are
much higher than the other.

SCALING OUT LOOKS JUST LIKE THE ORIGINAL FOUR INTERST GROUPS

Ignore yellow boxes in the next graphic

1. When the campaign starts to drop, lower the budget of each
interest slowly down to $5
2. Kill non performing interests
3. If total ROI is negative stop the whole campaign

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mu0gBjzjmVs

3.2 SCALING 2.0

Assuming you have a Conversion Pixel (which means you have a valid
Thank You Page that can only be reached by purchasing you want to
create a LookaLike Audience on those people.. If you don’t have that
pixel, create the LookaLike off of people who arrived on the Sales page.
The Power Editor (only in Chrome ) makes you job esier. For example
you can more easily create a duplicate of an existing ad and then
change one or two things. You can also highlight a group (like 4 ads
targeting Females) and duplicate all 4.
Even better you can scroll down the Ad Creation variables and it will
show you the ones that are constant across off the ads you have
highlighted. In this case the Gender for all four ads is Female. You can
change that to Male and it will change in all four ads. That only leaves
you the titles to change (and the TAGs if you are using Tee-spring)

Once he has a LookaLike audience he has 2.4 million to target.
It will target the group more tightly with one broad Interest. (This is
one of those with a Capital Letter and bold face)
Then he separates the total into
Desktop and Mobile
1. Female 25-34
2. Female 35-44
3. Female 45-54
4. Female 54-64
5. Male 64+
6. Male 25-34
7. Male 35-44
8. Male 45-54
9. Male 54-64
10.
Male 64+
Looking at the demographics he will probably reduce this by
eliminating a gender and/or some age brackets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PtmHfwhJh8

3.3 Funding Your Business
His main message (just like others) was that when you have something
selling fast you can pay for your ad with a Credit Card and pay off the
card early and max it out again. If you have a $10K limit and pay it off
on the 15th you can fund $20K with that card per month. That will also
qualify you to get your limit raised. He also suggested borrowing from
family at 10% a month knowing that your hot product will pay things off
quickly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJ8Tv_5BuhU

3.4 Messaging Your Buyers
On TeeSpring 1 of 3 Sales comes from repeat buyer. Your eMail
List is critical.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jl4xDaf808k

4.0 Case Study – not reviewed
The ultimate proof of the methods taught in this course. The Pi Day
campaign sold over 20,000 shirts using these exact methods. Now you
can watch it from start to finish.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=3&v=XBR_na63YVQ

1,000+ Shirt Case Study - As Albert finalized his system, he was able to
sell over 1,000 shirts in a single campaign. This case study really shows
the Scaling 1.0 in action, so make sure to watch that video first before

watching this case
study.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwT2eFSqifs

5.0 Growing Your Business

https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=4&v=hw6R0-eTyMU

